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It gives me great pleasure to offer this issue to the International Journal of Pharmacy & Integrated Health Sciences (IJPIHS), which focuses on cutting-edge concepts in biological, and pharmaceutical and had the potential to develop an understanding of the need to optimize drug delivery. This issue will offer a diverse cornucopia from which knowledge and fresh insights can be gleaned. The IJPIHS reflects the growing interest in a variety of health sciences fields and offers novel and practical findings in the areas of environmental sciences, pharmaceutical chemistry, genetic engineering pharmaceutics, pharmacology, bioinformatics, pharmacogenomics, natural product research, biotechnology, and nanotechnology.

Research in the pharmaceutical and health sciences has advanced significantly in recent years. Important developments in therapeutics and an understanding of the need to optimize drug delivery have increased awareness of the dosage form’s role in therapy. Moreover, this advancement in the biomedical fields has resulted in an increased sophistication and level of expertise in the design, development, manufacture, testing, and regulation of drugs and dosage forms. However, this journal primarily focuses on the discovery, development, design, manufacturing, testing, and regulation of drugs and dosage forms. IJPIHS is fortunate in its standing and a prominent platform for a large audience of interdisciplinary research because of that.

The authors of the most recent issue should bear a significant amount of responsibility for certifying the English language standard because it has a multilingual readership. We don't demand greatness; rather, we insist on the absence of doubt and ambiguity.

We have previously collaborated effectively on editorial and research projects, and we are thrilled about the chance to bring IJPIHS into the new century and millennium. The goal of this edition is to aid readers in their research, and we sincerely hope they do. We are interested in seeing your submissions.